Ed 4330 Tentative Schedule
Spring 2005

1. 28 Feb.  Introduction to ED 4330: Course Overview, Private Universe Science Misconceptions
   Assign Activity Critiques (2).

2. 2 Mar.  Utah Science Standards
   Assign Science and Children Reports

3. 4 Mar.  Discuss Field Experience expectations
   Field Trips. Discussion and assignment.

4. 7 Mar.  Field Experience


6. 11 Mar. Field Experience
   **Activity Critiques Due.**

14 Mar. – 18 Mar.  Spring Break

7. 21 Mar.  Field Experience

8. 23 Mar.  Concept Mapping, Assign Field Trip Reports

9. 25 Mar.  **Science and Children Reports Due (Oral and written).**


11. 30 Mar.  Observation/Classification, wait time, Bloom’s Taxonomy.

12. 1 Apr.  Field Experience

13. 4 April  Assessment: Philosophy, Alternative Strategies, Rubrics, Embedded Assessment.
   **Due: Field Trip Plans**

14. 6 April  Predicting and inferring

15. 8 April  Discuss field experiences, including but not limited to activities taught. **Problems during field experiences.**